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FADE IN:
EXT: BACK PORCH OF WILLIS FAMILY . EVENING
Sun up to its highest part of the day.
Country side. Beaming bright unto a back porch with three
people.
We see three teens sits outside talking enjoying their day!
SLOW DISSOLVE TO:
CAMERA FOCUSING IN ON THE THREE BOYS.
We see, Jase
,skinny, and
listening to
cousin Jacob

Willis--19 years old-- older cousin. Smart
tall. Sitting smiling, smoking a cigarette,
younger brother, Kyle Willis,17, and younger
Lloyd, also 17.

KYLE
(excited)
So bros!! This weekend we should
get a group of homies and go down
to the Wiley Bottom??
Older brother Jase, glance over at Kyle, as he ashes his
cigarette, sitting top step of the porch.
Jacob, cousin of the two brothers, sitting slouchy on
bottom step of the porch as if he's thinking.
JACOB
(laughing)
Yo Jase, why we always let your
brother talk us into doing the
worst things possible?
Kyle reaches for the cigarette from his brother Jase.
KYLE
Oh I see how it is.....
Kyle puffs cigarette.
Jacob pacing back and forward on bottom step texting on the
phone.
Kyle hands the cigarette to Jase.
(CONTINUED)
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JASE
Ma is going to kick your ass if
she catches you smoking again-Kyle began to mock Jase.
KYLE
Mom is going to blaaaaaah blaaah
shuuuut up.. (laughter)
JASE
(laughing)
But Jay right, you are always
coming up with these devious plans
that always has a negative effect
to it.
KYLE
(sarcastic)
OK SMART GUY!....
Sooo, are y'all going to be
pussies or what? Because it's a
win/win?
We see Kyle get up standing, looking over his brother and
cousin.
JACOB
See... I never said I wasn't
down with the little plan. I -Interrupted by Kyle.
KYLE
(mugging)
Why my plan have to be little
bro.?
Jase reaches his cigarette from Kyle and starts laughing.
KYLE (CONT'D)
You know what? Never mind, ya'll
down or what? I just posted a
status on Facebook a --Jase interrupts Kyle. Rudely
(CONTINUED)
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JASE
(smacks teeth)
What do you mean man.? We haven't
even agreed on anything yet but
you want to posting statuses. ...
Boy I tell you.
Kyle starts to get aggravated because nobody is listening
to him and taking him serious.
KYLE (CONT)
BUT.. like I was saying before I
was rudely interrupted.
(mugging Jase)
I just posted as status on
Facebook a few min ago and already
got over 100 Likes and comments on
it. They said we should go Live
when we have the Kickback. Its
going to be jumping bro.
Everybody begin to commence as if they like Kyle's plan.
The three goofing off enjoying life.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT:BACK PORCH WILLIS FAMILY. LATER EVENING
Gravel crumbling, the sun going down.
A car pulls down the long driveway.
We see three boys tossing a football around the back yard
talking and goofing off.
JASE
Isn't that Mom pulling up to the
house?
Throw the football to Jacob. Kyle checks watch. Jacob
throws the ball to Kyle.
KYLE
Oh no that the mail man....
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KYLE
ROCK paper scissors?
Kyle sits with hand out opposing a challenge .
JASE
Alright...
The two boys began playing rock, paper , scissors.
BOYS
Rock, paper-Kyle interrupts
KYLE
But if you win, Best two out of 3?
Pulling hand back waiting on Jase to accept the challenge.
Jacob on his phone laughing at the two.
JACOB
(On phone)(laughing)
You two Mother Fuckers are
something serious.
JASE
Okay bro lets go, hurry up and
don't be cheating. Best of one
too, you whore bucket.
KYLE
Okay. Bet!
Two began to play rock paper scissors.
BOYS
ROCK .. Paper.. Scissor.. shoe..
Jase began to show boat
JASE (CONT)
I won, as usual! Go get mail guy.
KYLE
Whatever. I will be back in a
minute.
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Kyle runs around the house to retrieve the mail.
Jase and Jacob walks to the porch to have a seat and talk
until Kyle returned with the mail.
Jacob tossing the football up and down.
JASE
So Jay, whats the plan, I know you
and my brother already done plan
this long before you guys brought
it up.
(laughter)
Jase lays back, prompted on his forearm, waiting for a
reply.
Jacob begins to toss football to his self again.
JACOB
Well bro..,
(takes deep breath)
He just brought it up to me
today... We trying to get a group
of homies and take to the Wiley
Bottom and get wasted this weekend
bro. It's going to be turnt as
fuck bro!
(takes deep breathe)
SPRING BREAK!? Can't get no better
than that.
JASE
It sounds like a good plan but my
Pops been stressing the Wiley
Bottom lately. Its got to be a
reason he doesn't want us going
there... And you know your dad
don't want "YOU" going out there!
JACOB
Listen bro, It's a once and a life
time thing man, chilling with
ladies and seeing what's really
down there. They wont find out,
unless--
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Interrupting Jase
JASE
Unless what?? .. Something happen?
Look man !.... We can always go
there. You know,.. IN the
Day.....Like Normal People.
JACOB
(lower voice)
Yea, true I guess your right. But
it's only one way to find out
what's down there and we can do it
while getting lit bro. .
Jase looking into the air and taking a deep breathe.
JASE
I swear your worst than Kyle,
always trying talking me into
doing dumb shit. But you know
what?... Fuck it, Lets do it.
JACOB
That's what I'm fucking talking
about man!
JACOB (CONT)
I'm going to get Tracy to bring
Rebecca.
Rebecca is Tracy's , Jacob's girl-friends,
Jase began to blush.
JASE
You mean, Rebecca Galloway?.. Your
ole lady sister right?
JACOB
Yes bro... She will be down to
come if Tracy comes.
JASE
Well if that's the case... Shiiiid
litty! I'm there, fuck that dumb
shit POPS talking about.
(Laughter between the
two)

sister.
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DISSOVLE TO:
INT: BACK PORCH. MINUTES LATER.
Kyle walks back around the house to the back porch, mail
tucked in his right arm as he utilize his cell phone.
Jase and Jacob looks up and notice Kyle's return.
JASE (CONT)
(sarcastic)
Took you long enough didn't it?
KYLE
Whatever you got mail from the
Army. ..
Kyle hands the mail to Jase as he continue to text on his
phone.
KYLE (CONT'D)
Sooooo..
(silence)
We on for tomorrow or what?
JASE
Long as Rebecca comes, I'm all in.
KYLE
Smooooth, Say less.!

SLOW DISSOLVE TO:
INT: BACK YARD. LATE AFTERNOON.
The boys began to talk to each other and joking around
quoting songs.
Tree-full backyard, wind blowing as the sunset in the west.
Loud gravel crumbling, bright head lights shining down the
drive side of the house.
(CONTINUED)
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A car begins to drive down the long drive way.
JACOB
I think thats y'all mom.
Tossing the football to Kyle.
Kyle drops the ball.
JACOB (CONT'D)
Still can't catch I see...
(Laughter)
Whatever.

KYLE

Two brothers looks at each other.
JASE
I think that is her.
DISSOLVE TO
EXT: FRONT DRIVE WAY.LATER EVENING
All three gentlemen walks around to the front of the house
to see who was arriving at their home.
Their mom, Sarah Willis, 34, nice curly hair, tall, was
pulling up to the house as they came to the front
The three still slowly approaching the car door, 2011 Ford
Fusion.
The car turns off.
Sarah opens the car door.
SARAH
It's a good thing I live here.
sheeeesh
Boys began to laugh
JASE
What's up Ma!
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SARAH
(smiling)
Hey sweetie, what have you guys
done productive today?...
(Silence)
Kyle smirks and works his way towards his mom talking.
KYLE
(excited)
Hugging his mom!
Oh nothing Mom, just school and
back home goofing off with each
other.... Planning this block
buster weekend.
Jase looks at Kyle as if he didn't suppose to say that.
Jacob punch Kyle in arm soft.
KYLE (CONT'D)
JK! JK. Dang man.
SARAH
(smiling)
Silly! Well I'm going to prepare
super, so don't go that far.
BOYS
Yes ma'am!
JACOB
Mind if I eat here tonight Aunt
Sarah?
SARAH
Of Course child! Your always
welcome to eat here, you should
know that about now.
Sarah winks at Jacob.
KYLE
(mumbles under breathe)
Always eating our shit.
SARAH
(loud)
KYLE!!
(CONTINUED)
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Jase laugh and punches Kyle in the arm and they began to
walk back to back porch to go in the house.
Sarah enters the house.
Jase and Kyle turns around to talk to Jacob.
Jacob stops at edge of porch.
JACOB
Yo I'm going to run home to grab
my controller, I will be back in a
sec to bust y'all ass on that
Madden. Should be back by time the
food is done.
KYLE
LIES...... Hurry up and come back
guy.
Everyone starts to laugh as Jacob began walking towards the
end of the drive way,
Disappearing in the dark.
Jase and Jacob enter the house.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: WILLIS'S DRIVE WAY. LATE EVENING
Jacob is walking to his house, down a long gravel drive
way, listening to music.
(Bushes crumbling)
Jacobs turns down volume on music.
Creature POV: Jacob begins to look around as he walk.
THE CREATURE BREATHING RUFF AND HARD,
JACOB.
JACOB
Hello.... Anybody there!
(CONTINUED)

AS HE STARE AT
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Jacob then looks to the right out across the yard, behind
tall pine tree was a man-like figure.
The creature seems to be be couching.
Red Eye rising from the ground as creature and Jacob stare
each other in the eye.
THE MAN LIKE CREATURE DARTS TOWARDS HIM!!
Jacob shocked and terrified from what he sees, began to
back up.
CRRRRIIIIISSSSHHH! Stumble over a rock, falling to the
ground.
FUCCCK--

JACOB

Dropping phone on the ground, as he jumps up off the
ground.
Turns desperately, began running back down the driveway to
his cousins house.
Crying for help.
JACOB (CONT'D)
HEEEELP...!
Jacob is running like hell back to his cousins house.
Still thinking the creature is behind him
The creature stops
Creature POV:
distance.

Jacob running fast as a jack rabbit into the

Jacob running and screaming as he approaches his family
home.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: WILLIS'S LIVING ROOM. SAME TIME. NIGHT
Sarah is cooking dinner.
TV is playing the news on the kitchen's tv.
Jase and Kyle began to play madden.
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KYLE
(Pause game, looking
around confused)
Yo, Do you hear that?
JASE
Only thing I hear is an excuse..
You getting that ass beat boy!!
Jase trash talking Kyle.
KYLE
No, man.. I can here somebody
screaming or yelling or something
outside.
Kyle gets up and goes to the door-Booooooom! Door busted open.
SARAH
What's going on in there?
Yelling from the kitchen!
INT: LIVING ROOM. NIGHT. SAME TIME
Jacob running threw the door damn near knocking Kyle down
and slamming door behind him.
No response from the boys.
The boys looking at Jacob.
JACOB
(breathing heavy)
(Loudly)
Something is after me!!!
Pacing back in forth in the living room.
KYLE
What do you mean something is
after you? And you brought it back
here? You tripping!
(CONTINUED)
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JACOB
BRO! I'm not bullshitting .
Kyle locks door and began to check on Jacob.
Jase gets up and rushes to Jacob. Moves to window and
glance out of it.
JASE
You good dude? What happen..?
KYLE
This mother fucker act like he
done seen a ghost!
JACOB
(terrified)
There's no Fucking way....
(raise voice)
No FUCCCKING way I just saw that
shit man!!!
JASE
Saw what bro? Talk to us!
Sarah rushing into the room from kitchen.
SARAH
(angry)
What is going on in here?? .. And
why the hell you cursing in my
house Jacob Denise LLoyd.!
Jacob sitting down in the corner. TerrifiedThe family confused not knowing what is going on, trying to
get Jacob to talk up.
JACOB
(silence)
Sorry Aunt Sarah.... I--- I seen
something and it wasn't normal
man. I never seen anything like it
before.
Sarah kneels down beside Jacob.
(CONTINUED)
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JACOB
Man, that was some crazy stuff!!
It just dashed at me, I turned and
ran too, messed around and dropped
my phone out there.
JASE
When Pops get here we will go see
what it was-KYLE
Nawl! "Y'ALL" gone go see what it
was, I'm good on that my friend.
JASE
Whatever man, how about you shut
up, can't never be serious.
KYLE
Or what?-- Get your ass beat by
you LITTLE brother as usual?
Kyle getting mad because Jase confronted him about goofing
off too much.
SARAH
BOTH OF YOU SHUT THE HELL UP NOW!!
JASE
Yes ma'am-Everyone except Kyle goes into the living room.
SLOW DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: LIVNG ROOM. LATER NIGHT.
Everyone is sunk into the couch watching Television.
INT: NEW REPORTER. TV. SAME TIME
TV Camera POV: A white lady, mid 20s is on camera giving a
report in front of a small house on a farm.
Police and ambulance sirens going off in the background.
(CONTINUED)
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Lights on the police and ambulance car is majority of what
you see.
REPORTER
Welcome to Fox 5 at 7-POWER CUTS OFF!
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: LIVING ROOM. SAME TIME
The room quite as a mouse, nearly dark if it wasn't for the
light shining on Kyle's phone.
Kyle face is the only face visible at the time because of
the phone light shining in his BUCKED eyes..
KYLE
What's going on?
JASE
Flash your light bro, let me find
my phone and I will go to turn the
generator on.
Kyle turn on his phone flash light and hands his phone to
Jase.
Jase goes off with the light as the room is still dark the
only light is the phone from Kyle's phone as he uses it to
navigate threw the darkness.
SARAH
It must been a power outage out
here.
Foots steps on the back porch.
JACOB
Y'all here that?
The noise halted Jase in his footsteps as everyone focus
their attention to the back door.
(CONTINUED)
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Camera POV: Camera focused on the back door.
KYLE
(whispers)
See! Smart guy is going to get us
kilt.
JASE
Shuuuuuush....
Camera is moving closer and closer to the door.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT: LIVING ROOM BACK ENTRANCE
Keys began to move and door look unlocks.
Large shadow moving threw the door way.
VOICE
What's going on? What happen to
the power?
The large shadow is Ben, the man of the house.
Everyone starts to speak at the same time.
Ben turns on a flash light that he pulls from his back
pocket.
BEN
(raises voice)
ONE... At a time please.!
SARAH
The power literately just went off
right before you walked up, Ben
some crazy things been going on
around here-Sarah rushing over to here husband happy to see him home.
SARAH (CONT'D)
You need to go check things out!
BEN
Let me get the light back on and
what you mean crazy things?
(CONTINUED)
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Looking at them clueless on what all done happen all night.
Power cuts back on!!!
ALL NOISES HALTED, EVERYONE STILL AS A SCARECROW!
Or not!

BEN

KYLE
Well for one stuff like that. And
Sherlock seen something on his way
home....
(Sarcastic)
Kyle walks away to his room.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: LIVING ROOM. MOMENT LATER.
JACOB
(Takes Deep breath)
Unk..... I was going home
earlier, an as I was getting close
to the end of the drive way, I
happen to look in to the yard
because I heard something in Aunt
Sarah Rose Garden--Family is listening to Jacob.
BEN
Go ahead Jay, keep going!
JACOB
(shuddering)
I--- I thought it was Kyle and nem
trying to mess with me and I
happen to look up and seen
something beside that tree with
the swing in it, it began to rise
and next thing I know it darts
towards me!
Ben began to look as if he had a flashback.
Everybody began to stare at Ben .
(CONTINUED)
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JACOB
I just don't know Unk. I never
seen any thing like it before.
Ben drops head.
BEN
I might know what you have seen...
Kyle enter the living room
JACOB
What do you mean ?
Ben starts making his way towards the kitchen..
BEN
Story for a later occasion....
JASE! Go get our guns from the
shed, we are going to go check out
this spot and make sure nothing is
around here OK...?
Jase looks as if he doesn't want to go get the guns from
shed.
Blowing softly under his breathe
JASE
Okay.. Be right back.
Jase gets up from the couch and proceeds to the back door.
SARAH
(aggravated)
Are you serious Ben. It's
something out there and you send
your son alone to get a freaking
gun. Inconsiderate and dumb is
what I call it Ben, what's the
point of having a gun for
protection and its not in the
house to protect you. (uuuugh)
Ben starts to get frustrated, stopping at kitchen door.
Jase continues to make his way towards the back door.
JASE
I'm gravy!!! TRUST!
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Ben grins at Jase.
BEN
You heard the boy, He's grown..
NOW.
Turns from kitchen and head back to back door.
BEN (CONT'D)
I'm coming with you
kid.....(mumbles) Don't want to be
sleeping on the couch to night.
KYLE
Can't sleep if your dead pops.
Can't sleep if your dead-Everyone's laughing at Kyle.
BEN
We will be back in a little while.
Make sure these doors are look
Kyle. And look after your mother
till we get back.
KYLE
I got you Pops.
Kyle walking back to his room.
Ben and Jase exit the house to go to the shed an get the
guns.
SLOW DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: WILLIS DRIVE WAY . NIGHT .
Walking with caution down a long gravel drive-way. Moon at
the highest point.{wind blowing in the background}
Shotgun hanging over Ben's shoulder. Jase holding the rifle
firmly in his right hand . As guys engages into a
conversation.{walking}
(CONTINUED)
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JASE
Pops,...
(silence)
Why don't you want us going into
the Wiley Bottom?
Looking over at Ben
BEN
Son..
(deep breathe)
J looks as if he is confused.
BEN (CONT'D)
Nobody have ever went into the
Wiley Bottom at night and came
back out....(Lower voice) SON. I
don't want you going near that
place...
Jase began to stare into the side of his dads face.
JASE
Those are just myths right? -(silence)
Right dad? Those are just
legends.?
BEN
Son.... Somethings you will have
to just see for yourself to
believe..
JASE
We reached the road, and I don't
see anything Pops.
Slings gun onto shoulder.
BEN
Yeah, If anything was out here
earlier. I doubt it will still be
out here....
JASE
(grins)
Yeah Pops... You may be right.
Lets head back?
(CONTINUED)
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Yea sure Son.... Guess I can tell
you the story I had from when I
was you age, on the way back.
Two began to walk back down the long gravel drive-way.
JASE
What story?
Jase looking confused .
BEN
The time I was attacked in the
Wiley Bottoms...
Jase eyes grew bigger.
Ben spits , moments later began to tell a story .
BEN (CONT'D)
One day late September 1979ish, if
i'm not mistaking, me and your
Uncle Ronnie was back near the
fence line setting up rabbit and
coon traps.Sun setting in the
west. It's around 7:45ish, and we
hear a man cry for help. So we
start walking towards the voice,
creeping. We start coming up on
this old abandon shed-like
building. Had all sorts of bushes
and tree branches growing threw
it. The noise stop. We crouched
down behind a tree trying to see
what was going on and where the
noise was coming from. So we sit
there another 45 seconds,
everything quite as a mouse, only
thing you can hear was crickets
chirruping... All of a sudden
leaves crumbling near the shed.
Ronnie calls out " Hey... Anybody
there !", the leaves stop
crumbling. We looked at each other
and started backing back. Next
thing I know we hear this loud
horrific sound behind us, and
whhhhaaaamp.. I fall to the
ground, I was struck in the back
by the most horrifying creature I
have ever seen in my life. Ronnie
is tugging on me to get me up
trying to get me up.
(MORE)
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BEN (CONT'D)
We both panicking running trying
to leave the area. We get lost. It
felt like we was running in a
circle. We eventually, found the
creek and followed it out of the
Wiley Bottom back to the trail
behind our house.... Til this day,
we still do not know what that was
out there... .! Still have a scar
from it..
Ben lifts shirt up as he finishes his story, showing Jase
his scar from the attack.
Jase looks speechless
Two starts back walking to the house.
BEN (CONT'D)
Stay away from that place son.
JASE
I will Pops... No worries!..
I always wondered what that was
Pops.
BEN
(drops head)
I don't know son, (lower voice) I
don't know.....
The two proceeds closer to the house.
Ben hands Jase the gun to put back in the shed.
Ben enters the house, while Jase enters moments after.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: living room. Later night.
Family sitting down watching the news as Ben and Jase comes
back into the living room.
{television chat background}
Family looks as they is waiting for answers.
(CONTINUED)
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BEN
Well.. We went the end and looked
around. Didn't see nothing
around...
Sarah rushes to Jase and Ben.
SARAH
Glad you guys made it back safe...
Kisses Jase on cheek and hugs Ben.
KYLE
Yo... Y'all might want to look at
this..!
Focused onto the tv. Listen to a reporter.
JACOB
Isn't that Mr. Mills from up the
road?
Yeah....

KYLE

Everyone moves closer to TV to see whats going on.
Kyle turns the TV volume up.
Mr. Mills, Older 57, Farm-men,deep country accent.
INT: WILLIS LIVING ROOM, NEWS. LATER NIGHT.
REPORTER
We are here down on
Pope-Water-Valley road at Mr.
Charles Mills farm. He called in
reporting he seen something eating
on one of his horses and describe
the animal/creature, as tall two
legged creature hairy and was very
fast.
Reporter turns to the MR. Mills
Mr. Mills eager to talk.
REPORTER (CONT'D)
Would you like to tell us again
what happen Mr. Charles?
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MR. MILLS
(clears throat)
Well.. I was going out to feed my
chickens. Had my rifle hanging
over my shoulder. As I was walking
back, I something crying as it was
in pain near my horses. I navigate
my way towards the noise and walk
up on this beastly creature just
going to town on my oldest stud. .
The creature notice me.. I began
to back up and as I aim the gun it
jotted off into the woods. I don't
know what it was.... But people
please be care..
Camera goes back on the reporter.
REPORTER
That is all everybody. Thanks for
watching Fox 13 at 11.
Family sits as in shock.
Ben stands up.
BEN
It's somethings going on around
here. Make sure you guys are pay
attention to everything and your
surroundings...... Jase, you and
your brother take Jacob home.
Jacob. Have your dad call me when
he makes it home.
Pacing back and forward slowly.
Everybody is looking at him.
JACOB
Okay Uncle Ben.
Jacob, Kyle and Jase gets up and navigate their way to the
front door.
Ben and Sarah goes into the kitchen.
JACOB (CONT'D)
(exiting the door)
See you guys tomorrow. I'll make
sure my dad calls you UNK...
Ben nods head and grin.
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Door closes.
SLOW DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: BEN TRUCK. NIGHT
The boys pile into the truck. Jacob in the middle of back
seat, Kyle in front, and Jase in the driver seat.
EEEEEEH Wooom...
The old truck is scratching before cranking up all the way.
Pitch black outside. As the moon sits at its highest point.
Jase turns on the headlights. Turns on radio starts heading
down the drive way to take Jacob home.
(Music playing in
background from radio)
JACOB
Bruh.. After all the crazy shit
that have happen tonight, I'm not
sure if I'm ready for tomorrow.
Kyle turns around looking at Jacob side ways.
KYLE
(angry)
What?? Broooooo nothing is going
to happen.. Calm down my guy!
Turns back looking out front window.
JASE
Chiiiill...
(silence)
Listen dad don't want us going
down there and I did just promise
him I wouldn't go down there. But
if you guys are still down to go
after all the shit going on, ..
Then hey I'm down.
KYLE
I'm down long as courage back
there don't puss out.
Reaches phone from pocket.
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Jacob sits up between two front seats .
JACOB
I mean we have already planned it
out. Just make sure we bring
at-least one gun tomorrow just in
case something crazy happen.. Just
to be on the safe side.
Sits back waiting on a answer.
Jase looks at Kyle, then into the rear view mirror at
Jacob.
Began to come closer to Jacobs house.
Turns radio down.{music playing}{Low}
JASE
I can arrange that...
JACOB
Sounds good bro. Kick back 2012 in
the Wiley Bottom. SENIOR year
KYLE! Lets do it.
Truck is pulling up to Jacobs house.
Jacob house nice double wild trailer, big front yard with
pine trees.
Jacob secure all his stuff out back seat and starts getting
out.
JACOB (CONT'D)
But i'll catch ya'll tomorrow,
appreciate the ride..
KYLE
I'll see you first period.
Shakes Jacob hand as he finish getting out the truck.
OWL POV: Jacob walks to his house.
Jase began bagging up to leave going home.
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EXT: BEN'S TRUCK. LATER NIGHT
Music playing from the radio as the two brother are driving
back to their house.
Jase turns radio down.
JASE
Man Pops told me some shit earlier
about the Wiley Bottom that had me
shook for a little bit. Not sure
to believe him or what. All the
crazy shit that's happening, it
might be true....
I might tell that story tomorrow
before going down there to scare
everybody.
KYLE
Hell yeah! That would really set
the tone for the kickback...
Kyle begins to grin
JASE
Yea.. You right! But I don't know
about you but I can't wait til
tomorrow. Ole Rebecca suppose to
be coming, if Jacob wasn't just
fucking with me to get me to come.
KYLE
As long as Tracy coming, trust me
she's going to be there. She's
like here shadow bro.
Jase laughs at Kyle softly.
JASE
Hopefully bro... Hopefully.
Driving down the drive way to their house.
The brothers listening to music as they pull up to the
house.
(CONTINUED)
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Trucks stops in the original parking spot.
The brothers get out the truck and return into the house.
(Scene drifting off into the moon)
SLOW DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: WILLIS'S KITCHEN. MORNING
Sarah is preparing breakfast for the family before they
commence in there daily activities.
News playing on an old television on the counter. Sun
shining bright threw the windows.
Sarah began to get the family into the kitchen to eat.
SARAH
(Yells from kitchen)
Hurry up and get in here so you
can eat before the bus gets here
KYLE!
KYLE
(yelling)
Yes ma'am! I'll be there in a
second!
Kyle firmly yells from the bathroom.
The family began to enter the kitchen one by one, groggily
but happy to be in each other's presence.
JASE
Morning everyone. How'd you all
sleep?
Kyle goes to fix his plate.
Jase follows, racing Kyle to the hot, buttery grits.
KYLE
Rough! Man you're lucky you
graduated last year. I'm so sick
of this school!
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JASE
Laughing and patting Kyle on the back
Yea man. I don't miss those days
not one bit. Just take it one step
at a time bro. If I graduated
anybody can graduate!
Kyle began to smirk.
I know, I grew up with you!
Jase and Kyle began to laugh.
(CONTINUED)
Reaching for a piece of bacon.
Kyle going to the table to sit down.
Sarah and Ben exit the room to discuss their plans for the
day.
KYLE
Ready for tonight?
JASE
Am I? You bet bro. Just have
everything planned out when you
get in today. I'm going to pack my
shit and put it in the shed so if
mom nem here when we leave, they
won't suspect anything.
Crumbling of gravel and the sound of noisy teens.
Big yellow bus coming down the driveway.
KYLE
True. I got to go to school but
I'll see you this evening. I can't
wait, it's gonna be awesome.
Kyle grabs backpack of the floor and heads outside to the
bus.
JASE
I can't wait either bro. See you
later!
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Continues to eat his breakfast, daydreaming about how
adventurous his night was going to be.
SLOW DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: FIRST PERIOD KYLE'S HIGH SCHOOL. MORNING .
{Bell rings}
Class fulled with teenage adults conversing with each
other.
Teacher stands at the front of the class room.
Chattering going on in the class.
TEACHER
Quite down...
The class directs their attention towards the teacher.
KYLE
(under his breathe)
Yo fuck Miss Blane!
Group of near by friends hears him.
(class laughter)
So guys,

KYLE (CONT'D)

Catching the attention of nearby friends: Lane, Karina ,
Tracy and Tommy.
KYLE (CONT'D)
We having a kickback in the Wiley
Bottoms this weekend. Y'all down
or what?
LANE
(quietly)
HELL YEAH!
JACOB
Yo, we're not going to tell them
what happen last night first? You
always just go straight into shit
man.
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KYLE
(interrupting)
Your being a whore right now Jay.
Group of friends starts to giggle.
TRACY(JACOB'S GF)
NO! What happen last night? I'm
not agreeing to do nothing, until
one of you talks up.(Attitude)
KARINA(BLONDE)
Shut up Tracy!
The group of friends chat volume becomes louder.
TEACHER
QUIET DOWN. NOW!
TRACY
(rolls eyes)
Dumb bitch!
KYLE
Yoooooo, chill chill we will talk
at lunch, sheeeeesh!
Whatever!

KARINA

Class room starts to quite down as the students began class
work.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: WILLIS SHED. SAME TIME.
Music playing from a phone as Jase packs his camp bag for
the party.
{Text message tone}
Rebecca has texted Jase
REBECCA
(Text Message)
Hey! (Smiley Face emoji)
Jase reads text and reply and continued packing bags.
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Who this?

JASE

REBECCA
Rebecca (smiley face)
JASE
(Text Message)
Whats good babe..
REBECCA
Nothing much. So I hear you want
me to come tonight...
Says who?

JASE

No response for a while .
Sends another text notification.
But I do.

JASE (CONT'D)

REBECCA
See you tonight. (Kissy Emoji)
Jase is finishing up packing, happily walking out of shed
back to the house.
SLOWLY DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: WILLIS'S LIVING ROOM: EVENING.
Gravel crumbling{News Broadcast in background}
Bus is pull doing the long drive way of the Willis Family
on a sunny hot day.
Front door open.
Kyle and Jacob is talking as they walk in to the house.
YO! Jase

KYLE

Yelling from the front living room.
JASE
YOOOOOOOO!
Voice echoing threw the house.
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KYLE
What's good?
Jase entering the living room
KYLE (CONT'D)
Where's mom?
Dropping his backpack near the couch, walking towards his
brother
JASE
Work I guess!
Shakes hand.
JASE (CONT'D)
What's good Jay?
Sup bruh!

JACOB

KYLE
Yo! I told everybody earlier and
threw out the day. We going to
have a good many people show up!
The three starts making there way to the couch to sit down.
KYLE (CONT'D)
They should be getting here around
6:30 or 7:00.
JACOB
Cool. Rebecca hit you up Jase?
JASE
Yeah bro. Everything cool, she say
she gone see me tonight!
(Smiling)
JACOB
Sweet!.. So what's the plan Ky?
Kyle stands up and walks so the two can both see him speak.
(CONTINUED)
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KYLE
When they get here, the sun should
be going down. Jase is going to
hit them with one of them stories
Pops told him about the Wiley
Bottom. Then we going to head down
there before mom and pops get
home.
JASE
Sounds cool and all, but I'm not
good at repeating stories and
shit.
KYLE
Bro you got it man, just relax and
scare these fucks!
JASE
Alright man! If I fuck up, don't
want to hear shit. Be back in a
second.
Jase leaves the living room.
Kyle and Jacob goes into the kitchen.
SLOW DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: Willis's Living Room: Later.
Camera is on the door.
{knocking at the door}
KYLE
Hold on here I come.
Walking to door to open
Group of friends start coming threw the door.
Everybody with a head light on and backpacks suited for the
adventure.
KYLE (CONT'D)
Sup everybody. Come in, make your
self at home.
(CONTINUED)
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Standing at the door greeting all the friends coming in.
{chatter}
Everyone is crowded in the living room.
Kyle makes his way to the center of everyone.
LANE
What's good KY!
Kyle throw up the deuces.
KYLE
(Over the Chatter)
Yo, listen!
TOMMY(FRIEND)
Yo when the action starting. I'm
trying to get tilted!
Jase enters the living room.
KYLE
Well... Jase is going to start it
off with a little legend about the
Wiley Bottom.
LANE
What the fuck is a Wiley Butt!
The group began laughing.
KYLE
But like I was saying. Jase is
getting ready to kick of the shit
with some stories. Jase.. The
floor is yours.
Jase steps into the center of everybody.
Kyles goes to the kitchen to get water bottles.
JASE
What's good?
Everybody greets Jase back.
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JASE
If you get to scared, or don't
understand something, let me
know..(clears throat)
So back when my family first
purchased this land, my great
grandpa sold 1 acre of land to an
old man name Mr Wiley. He was a
nice old man my grandfather
thought. Described him as a tall
lumber jack type old man. He use
to talk to my grandfather every
morning when he came out of the
woods to go make his daily store
run. He use to always tell him
that it was things in this world
that nobody knows about that he
have seen. One day morning he came
to the front greeted my
grandfather and told him it was
something taking his crops at
night and he see unusual
footprints near his garden. That
same night my grandpa hurd gun
shots. Couple days go by, my
grandfather haven't seen Mr Wiley.
It was a Sunday evening, grandpa
was feeding the hogs. Mr Wiley
approaches him and tells him that
he has seen a man-like creature
taking his corn stocks out of his
garden. Tried to shoot at it but
when he aimed his gun down sight
and shot the creature was gone.
After this time seeing Mr Wiley, a
couple days go by my grandpa says
he was feeding the hogs around 8
at night he heard a gun shot, then
moments later a loud cry. My
grandfather never seen Mr Wiley
after that day...That's why they
call the Wiley Bottom that. They
named it after Mr Wiley.
Everyone looking at Jase lost for words.
Ben and Ronnie enter the living room quietly.
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Mr Wiley land grew a lot of trees
and the old abandon house he
stayed in stills stands in back
there til this day. People say, if
your near the Wiley bottoms at
night around 8 you will hear a
voice crying for help......
Everybody starts clapping .
LANE
Nice story Jase.. Are you guys
about ready to do this or what?
BEN
(clears throat)
Yea nice story JaseCatching everybody in the livings room attention.
Jase starts making his way towards Ben.
JASE
Oh what's up Pops. What you doing
here so early?
Kyle approaches the two.
BEN
Got done with some things around
work today, what's the occasion
tonight? Why all your friends
over?
Jase began to shudder.
KYLE
Nothing Pops, just invited a
couple friends over to chill and
have a good time.
BEN
Jase, remember what I told you
about the Wiley BottomJASE
Yeah Pops, aint nobody goin down
there dang-RONNIE
Listen to your dad guy, we know
what's out there.
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Looking at the two brothers.
KYLE
We got you uncle Ronnie.
BEN
We are about to go over to a
friend's house. If your momma
returns before I get back, tell
her I will be back afterwhile.
Alright.

JASE

Ben and Ronnie exit the house.
Jase and Kyle walk in the center of everyone.
The room in went completely silent.
LANE
Sooooooooooooo...
KYLE
Soooooo, Lets go get fucked up!
Everybody cheered as the tone of the room.
Chatter starts back.
JASE
Shut up Kyle.
KARINA(BLONDE)
I'm leaving, I'm so not going to
some freaking woods some man came
up missing at.
TRACY
Bye bitch, don't nobody want you
here noway.
JACOB
Yooooo, What with you two, can
y'all chill? Damn!..
Karina and Tracy rolling there eyes at each other.
JACOB (CONT'D)
Lets get everything and leave
before your ma comes home.
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Jase walks over to chat with Rebecca.
JASE
(over the chatter)
I'm glad you made it.
REBECCA
Glad to be here.
Blushing
KYLE
Lets get it dip shits!
Starts heading towards the door with a head lamp and back
pack on.
Everyone began to get up and gather belongs and heads to
the exit door.
Jacob, Kyle and Jase the last left in the house.
JACOB
Lets do this guys!
KYLE
First and LAST party of our senior
year! FUCK YEAH... Even tho old
fuck here graduated last year.
(Laughter)
KYLE (CONT'D)
Lets go boys!!
JASE
Y'all senior year nigga, but
anyways!
All put their hand into a pile.
JASE (CONT'D)
To a crazy wild night. !
JASE (CONT'D)
Im going to grab my gun , make
sure everyone ready to go when I'm
done. Not trying to stick around
here for mom to get home... She
gone be asking a million
questions.
(CONTINUED)
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Okay.

KYLE

Kyle, Jase, and Jacob exit the house to join the party.
Jase goes to shed to grab his brown 30-30 rifle.
All teens are standing in the backyard with backpacks, cell
phones and head lights.
Everybody energetic, clueless of what the night had in
store for them.
SLOWLY DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: TRAIL TO WILEY BOTTOM. MOMENTS LATER.
A group of teenagers roaming threw the woods on a warm
windy night.
{chatter}
Jokes getting passed back and forth.
Group led by Kyle as they journey into the night of their
life.
KYLE
Yo I'm getting ready to go live.
Bragging to the group of friends
LANE
Hell YEAH!Do it bro...
Jase in the back of the herd with Rebecca unaware of what
his brother is saying.
Kyle goes live on Facebook from his cell phone.
KYLE
What is up Facebook FAM!
(CONTINUED)
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Turns to group getting everyone focused in the camera.
KYLE
We live bitcheeeeees!!
JASE
(interrupting)
KY!.. What the fuck dude?
Walking to the front of the group, which has come to a
halt.
JASE (CONT'D)
You know if somebody see's that
shit they going to tell Pops or
Mom... Then Pops gone have his
weak ass all out here messing up
shit. Come on man... !!
Kyle lowering the phone to his side.
KYLE
Relax bro! We will face the
consequences later. How you know
we not going to get caught anyways
going back. Stop being a pussy,
grab some tits and lets have fun.
REBECCA
Come on babe..
Walking over to grab Jase.
Lets have fun!
Kisses Jase on the jaw.
LANE
(Over chatter)
Hell yeah! Lets go!!! OOOOOOOOOOOh
Beer in both hands over his head as he began to chug.
Kyle is back recording the friends having fun, as they
continue their walk to the rest spot.
EXT: TRAIL TO WILEY BOTTOMS. 20 MINUTES LATER.
YOOOO..

KYLE
(CONTINUED)
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Talking into the cell phone camera that is still live on
Facebook.
Everybody watching this stay
tuned. We getting ready to find a
rest spot and we will go live when
we at the spot!
Ends the live feed.
TOMMY(FRIEND)
I think we should drop our stuff
soon bro, my back is killing me..
Stops and strains .
Everyone starts to agree with Tommy.
JASE
Well, if you think you can make
it, I know this spot right across
this hill here (point to the next
hill) we can go to .. Its not to
far from here. Plus it's right
outside the Wiley Bottom.
(Bushes crumbling)
LANE
(interrupting)
Y'all hear that?
Looking around trying to get confirmation.
Everybody starts to stare at Lane.
JACOB
Here what?
LANE
Shuuuuush!
Walking towards the direction he heard the sound.
LANE (CONT'D)
I know I heard something.
Kyle walking towards Lane.

(CONTINUED)
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KYLE
(sarcastic)
I think you may be drunk there big
fella! Come on nah big fella! Shut
the hell up big fella!
Everybody burst out to laughing
JASE
Lets keep moving. We almost there.
Gun slung over his shoulder.
The group starts back walking threw the dark, spooky,
hunted woods.
JASE (CONT'D)
But like I was saying earlier, the
spot is literally right outside
the Wiley Bottom. We can set or
stuff up there, drink a little and
head on into the main
attraction....
Turned around walking backwards
TOMMY
Sounds good bro.. Get us there!
Jase turns around and continue to lead the group to the
rest spot.
EXT: CAMP GROUND. NIGHT.
The teens began to venture upon a dark flat surface.
Jase flashes light into the area.
JASE
This it, we here guys!
Bags dropping, sound of relief in the air!
JASE (CONT'D)
Yo everybody get relaxed, I'm
going to go get fire wood. I'll be
right back... Make sure you dick
heads are in a circle and not all
scattered out...
(CONTINUED)
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KYLE
You don't even know how to start a
fire first of all.. Second of all
take somebody with you, don't want
no strange shit happening.
JASE
That's why I got this!
Pulls out a cigarette lighter.
Everybody starts laughing.
Jase began to go to get wood.
JASE (CONT'D)
Yo, Becca want to come with me?
Sure..

REBECCA

The two walk off into the darkness to get wood.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT: CAMP GROUND. 15 MIN LATER.
Chilled back by the camp fire on a windy night.
Dark all around, nothing but old leave-less trees and
bushes.
Friends sitting

in a circle around a fire.

KYLE
Yo Guys... We back with part two
of the senior kickback!
#NIGHTTOREMEBER.
Talking into the cell phone camera, appearing to be live on
Facebook again.
Footsteps approaching, its Jase and Rebecca returning with
more wood for the fire.
KARINA(BLONDE)
I think I'm going to go for a
walk, I need to get away for a
second.
(CONTINUED)
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Standing up from the ground.
Starts walking towards the dark woods.
KYLE
I don't you should go out there by
your self.
Rushing over to Karina.
TRACY
Yeah Karina, you should listen.
Karina rolls eyes at Tracy.
TRACY (CONT'D)
Dumb bitch! I was trying to be
nice!
JACOB
(over commotion)
YOOOOOO, YOOOO! Lets not start
that shit again man. Karina if
your going to go just go but take
Kyle with you.
KARINA
Whatever I don't have time for
this bullshit.
Storms away into the dark.
KYLE
(Angy)
Really guys!!! FUUCCCK... Karina
Wait.
Chasing after Karina.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT: TRAIL IN THE WOODS. NIGHT.
Chasing after Karina into the dark trail.
Finally catching up, exhausted!

(CONTINUED)
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KYLE
You walk fast!
Grabbing Karina's arm.
KYLE (CONT'D)
Calm down babe, lets have a good
time..
Starring with desperation in his eyes.
KARINA
Sorry Kyle.. I just really needed
to get up and walk around. It
wasn't like I wasn't enjoying
myself, because I was..
Kyle hugs Karina.
KARINA (CONT'D)
I can't stand Tracy big foot ass.
She is always starting with me.
KYLE
(Laughing)
Truuue..
KARINA
I'll be fine.
Kissing Kyle on the jaw.
KARINA (CONT'D)
Go back and have fun.
Looking up into Kyle's eyes.
You sure?

KYLE

KARINA
Yes, Unless you want to walk and
talk with me... (Smiling)
KYLE
BET! Let me take a piss first..
Blushing walking off behind trees to go pee.
Karina standing in the open waiting on Kyle to return.
(CONTINUED)
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Taking pictures on snap-chat.
Karina notice a figure in her last photo she took.
Began to stare deeper into the picture, finally spotting
the dark figure in the back ground of her picture.
KARINA
Oh my GOD.!!
Phone dropping on ground as she began to scream
WHaaaaamp.... Karina is struck in the head by the creature.
KARINA (CONT'D)
(crying)
Kyyyyy heeellpp .. Aaaaaaah--Crying in pain as she gets dragged into the darkness by a
terrifying creature.
RAPID DISSOLVE TO:
INT: RUNNING THRU WOODS. SAME TIME.
Kyle is running back to the sight he left Karina because he
heard her screaming.
Karina!!!

KYLE

Silence
Karina!!

KYLE (CONT'D)

Kyle sees Karina phone on the ground and go pick it up.
KYLE (CONT'D)
What the fuck!!
Noticing the dark figure in the background of the picture
Karina had last taken.
Dashing thru the woods terrified and in a rush to get back
to the rest of the group.
DISSOLVE TO:
(CONTINUED)
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EXT: CAMP GROUND. SAME TIME.
Sitting around in a circle.
The group of teens are still having fun.
{Foot steps}
CAMP FIRE POV: figure appears to be running full speed
towards the group of friends.
It was Kyle.
JASE
What going on?
Standing to walk to his brother. Where's Karina?
KYLE
(panicking)
I don't know man, I went to pee
and heard Karina scream, came back
all I see was her phone and this
shit..
Holding Karina's cell phone up showing the friends the
picture last taken.
Everyone is crowding in to see what is on the cell phone.
Jase eyes growing bigger, still in shock.
LANE
(terrified)
Yo, what the fuck is that?
Eyes bucked and freaking out.
AAAAAAAAAAAAH..... A voice echoed.
Everyone attention turns towards the sound.
AAAAAAAAAAAHHH! Again a voice of a female cried out.
KYLE
I think that's Karina..
Sitting against the tree still in shock.
(CONTINUED)
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LANE
Yooo.. I'm getting the hell out of
here.
Backing up from the group.
JASE
Yo! Stop .. We can't afford
somebody else coming up missing.
TOMMY
We need to get the fuck out of
here now! I'm not with this spooky
shit!
Securing his backpack.
JACOB
What about Karina?
TOMMY
She was a nice friend but dude
she's gone man!
KYLE
We can still hear her fucking
voice she's out there.
Brushing up on Tommy.
JASE
Calm down!!! Chill the hell out.!!
Separating Kyle from Tommy.
JASE (CONT'D)
We going to go look for her for
about a hour. If still no trace we
will call the police and get the
fuck out of here!! Deal?
Grabbing gun from off his bag.
Voice crying from the darkness.
KYLE
(loudly)
That's her!! We got to go!!
Running off into the woods.
(CONTINUED)
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Lets go!

JASE

Shouting to everybody as he followed Kyle off into dark
woods.
JASE (CONT'D)
Kyle wait upDISSOLVE TO:
EXT: WILEY BOTTOM. NIGHT
The group of friends is navigating swiftly, threw the dark
woods searching for their friend.
TOMMY
Fuck man! We been walking forever
and ain't seen not shit new!!!
Dropping bag on the ground.
Grunting in reliefs.
REBECCA
Tommy right. We can't seem to find
a for sure direction of the noise.
Its been about a hour Jase!
TRACY
Yeah, she's probably already dead!
KYLE
(Angry)
Y'all some real hoes you know
that? Let it would of been one of
y'all bitch asses. Would expect us
to come get you guys right??
RIGHT..
Jase holding Kyle back trying to calm him down.
KYLE (CONT'D)
No fuck that man. If these dumb
fucks want to leave let them. Good
luck finding your way out of
here...
(CONTINUED)
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TOMMY
On me you can catch this fade!!
Kyle attacks Tommy.
The two gets to tussling around on the ground
YOOOOO!!

JASE

Snatching Kyle away from Tommy, as Lane hold Tommy back.
JASE (CONT'D)
Enough of the bullshit! The next
mother fucker play Kanye, I swear
gone have to see me!!
REBECCA
Calm down bay!
Grabbing Jase to calm him down.
Guys!

TONYA(FRIEND)

Getting everyone attention.
TONYA(FRIEND) (CONT'D)
What's that?
Pointing at a old abandon shed-like building.
JASE
That's the house Pops was talking
about!
Walking towards it looking amazed!
JASE (CONT'D)
I never seen this before..
KYLE
Wait! So we in the Wiley Bottom??
Chatter among the group.
(CONTINUED)
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JASE
Yeah.. Everybody make sure you
watch you surroundings. Let's
check it out and get the hell out
of here.
SLOWLY DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: MR WILEY SHED. MINUTES LATER.
Group start migrating toward the building.
Stopping a 30 foot away.
JASE
Tommy, you stay here with the
ladies. We going to go check it
out.
TOMMY
Nothing but a word big dawg. We
see anything, we gone holler and
dip!
Moving to the females.
Jase, Kyle, Jacob and Lane proceed to the shed.
JASE
It's locked!!
Grabbing the door handle, as he look around.
KYLE
Try sticking your hand threw the
window.
JASE
I'm not sticking my hand threw
that shit! I don't associate with
spiders.
KYLE
Rock, Papers, Scissors?
Apposing a game to Jase.
(CONTINUED)
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Bet.

JASE

Slings gun over his shoulder.
The two began to play.
BOYS
ROCK. PAPER. SCISSOR. SHOOT!
Jase throwing rock, Kyle throws paper.
JASE
FUUUUUCK!!
Handing gun to Jacob.
JASE (CONT'D)
Hold this.
Moving to window to stick his arm in to unlock the door.
JASE (CONT'D)
AAAAh.. Almost got it..
Struggling to find the lock.
Swhooooooshhh.... Jase is snatched into the shed
aggressively breaking the wood around the widow frame.
JASE (CONT'D)
(Screaming)
AAAAAH!!
Jacob, Lane and Kyle falling back to the ground.
Tommy and the girls running off into the other direction.
Jase cry for help is the loudest thing in the area.
KYLE
(Fierce)
Fucking shoot!!!! Give me that
shit!!

(CONTINUED)
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Snatching the gun from Lane.
Wait KY!

JACOB

Trying to hold Kyle from going into the shed.
KYLE
(Crying)
The fuck you mean wait!! That's my
brother!
Pushing Jacob off of him as he sprints to the door.
Jacob sprints after him.
JACOB
Wait! I'm coming with you!
DISSOLVE TO:
INT: INSIDE MR WILEY SHED. MINUTES LATER.
Walking threw the door, gun to the ready position as Kyle
checks the perimeter.
Old shelves, spider webs, and trees growing thew the bottom
of the building was the only thing they could see.
Jase lie on the floor dead.
KYLE
(crying)
NOOOOO!!!
Dropping gun on floor, rushing to his brother.
KYLE POV:Jase laying on the floor, neck split, stomach ate
out and there is no trace of the creature.
KYLE is really taking this hard as Jacob is trying to calm
him down.
Shaking his brother, crying to him! Banging on the floor
with his massive hands!
(CONTINUED)
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JACOB
Lets get out of here bro.
Comforting his cousin as he hug his dead brother.
Blood all over the shirt and hands of Kyle, and partial of
his face!
JACOB (CONT'D)
I'm pretty sure that thing is
still out here, lets get out of
here and find everybody else and
get help. !
KYLE
(crying)
We can't just leave him!
Wiping the tears from his face.
JACOB
We will come back bro! I promise!
Lets go get help!
Okay

KYLE

Getting up from his dead brother.
Kyle pulls phone out of his pocket.
JACOB
How much juice you got?
KYLE
Just enough for one video!
Goes live on Facebook.
KYLE (CONT'D)
(crying)
If your watching this, PLEASE get
us help! My brother and friend is
dead!
Turns cell phone camera on his dead brother.
Facebook chat is going crazy.
Phone dies.
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(CONTINUED)
KYLE SMASHING HIS PHONE INTO THE FLOOR, BREAKING IT INTO
MAN PIECES!!!
KYLE
FUUUUCK!! Lets get out of here
man!
Picks up gun, the two began to run out the shed.!
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: WILEY BOTTOMS. SAME TIME
Lane, Tommy, and the ladies are lost walking in the dark
woods.
Scared, exhausted and clueless on where to go the group of
friends find there self going in circles.
TRACY
(Crying)
I'm so scared...
TOMMY
It's okay. I'm gone get us out of
here.
LANE
Lets just take a break and catch
our breathe for a little bit...
Standing against a tree tired.
REBECCA
Do anybody have any service or
phone juice?
Checking her phone.
TOMMY
Naw, I got some water bottles in
my backpack if anybody wanted any
though.
Pulling water out of his backpack

(CONTINUED)
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LANE
Yeah. Let me get some!
Me too!
Yeah...

TRACY
TONYA(FRIEND)

Tommy hands the friends water bottle as they sit down to
catch their breathe.
Bushes crumbling in background.
TONYA(FRIEND) (CONT'D)
You guys hear that?
Moving in closer to everybody.
Guys...!! A voice whispered from the darkness.
LANE
That sounds like KY!!
LANE (CONT'D)
(yelling)
Ky!! We over here!!
Kyle and Jacob comes out of the darkness into the area
their friends are at.
TRACY
Thank God you guys are back.
Running to Jacob, hugging and kissing him.
REBECCA
Where's Jase?
KYLE
He didn't make it.
Trying not to cry.
LANE
Yo! Lets get the fuck out of here
before whatever that is comes
back.
(CONTINUED)
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KYLE
Thing about that is, we are in the
Wiley Bottom. It's going to be
hard but we got to stick together
and get out of here.
TOMMY
Whatever we got to do.. I'm trying
to get the hell out of here.
Whaamm..
turned.

The beast rips threw Lane's body as his back is

Tonya running off into the woods alone.
Everybody screaming and panicking.
LANE
AAAAH....!!Shoot this fucking
shit!!
Bleeding out the mouth, crying out to his friends
BAAAAAANNG!!!!
KYLE
FUCCCK THIS SHIT JAMMED!!
Firing shots at the creature, bushes crumbling as the
creature darts back into the darkness of the woods.
Everybody rushing to Lane.
TOMMY
Lane!! Lane! Your okay buddy?
Holding Lanes head off the ground.
I'm --

LANE

Coughing up blood.
TOMMY
Hang in there man.
TOMMY (CONT'D)
Yo help me with him!!
(CONTINUED)
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Jacob bends down to help Tommy lift Lane.
KYLE
How the fuck do we get out of
here?
JACOB
It feels like we keep coming back
to the same spot!
Bending down to help Tommy lift Lane.
TRACY
It really do!! Kyle do you still
got battery on your phone?
KYLE
No! It died not to long ago at the
shed. Lets try to get out of here.
Lets go!
JACOB
Where the fuck did Tonya go?
TRACY
She ran of in the woods.
KYLE
FUCK!! Why can't we fucking stay
together!?
JACOB
Calm down man, lets just get the
fuck out of here and get help
while we still can!
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: BAR. SAME TIME.
Dimly light, loud country playing little building.
Ben and Ronnie is at the bar hanging with a group of
buddies.
At the bar top joking as if they don't know what all is
happening.
Flirting with the hot waitress.
DISSOLVE TO:
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INT: Bar Counter top.
WAITRESS
You fellas need anything else
tonight?
Standing in front of the gentlemen looking beautiful.
BEN
Yeah, let us get another round on
the shots!
WAITRESS
Okay baby!
Turning around to fix the drinks.
Ben reaches his phone from his pocket.
BEN
Damn. I feel loved!
Opening the first Facebook notification on his lock screen.
RONNIE
MR FACEBOOK!
BEN
The boys tagged me in a video,
hope they ain't fucking up
nothing.
The two began to watch the video.
Video is playing out loud.
Camera focused on video.
KYLE
(Crying)
If you watching this-RONNIE
Turn that down!
Yelling to the DJ.

(CONTINUED)
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KYLE
Please get us help!
Everybody crowding around Ben to see whats going on.
KYLE (CONT'D)
My brother and friend is dead.
Shows Jase dead and video cuts off.
Ben is sitting in shock.
RONNIE
We got to go bro!!!
Ben getting up going to the door not saying nothing.
The bar is quite freaked out!
SLOW DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: SOMEWHERE IN THE WILEY BOTTOMS. MOMENTS LATER.
A girl is lost by her self in the Wiley Bottom, separated
from her friends scared to death.
TONYA(FRIEND)
(whispering)(crying)
Hello....... Anybody there?
Climbing across a tree stomp.
TONYA(FRIEND) (CONT'D)
(Grunting)
Uhh..
ERRRRRRRRRRK... SWIIIIISHHH!
Tonya fell into a death trap with pointed sharp branches at
the bottom.
Killing her instantly.
Lying there with thick tree branches bulging threw her
body, taking her last breathes.
SLOWLY DISSOLVE TO:
(CONTINUED)
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EXT: WILEY BOTTOM. LATER
The teens are still lost in the Wiley Bottoms, trying to
navigate their way threw the thick dark woods.
TOMMY
Fuck man! I'm getting tired of see
the same shitDropping backpack.

Yo!

KYLE
(Interrupting)

TOMMY
No fuck that shit man! It took us
30 minutes to get out here, and we
been trying to leave this mother
fucker for 3 hours now!!
Coughing
JACOB
Lane needs to get some attention
man!
Laying him against a tree.
TOMMY
Hang in there my nigga!
Grabbing Lane's hand
LANE
(low voice)
I'm okay bro! We going to get out
of -Lane began to cough up blood.
TOMMY
Yoooo!! Get over here!
Bending over closer to Lane.
(CONTINUED)
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TRACY
(crying)
Oh my GOD!! Everyone is coming up
missing or dying!!!
JACOB
Calm down baby! We gone get out of
this shit!
Comforting his girlfriend.
KYLE
We got to keep moving, let go!
JACOB
What about Lane bro?
KYLE
He's bout FUCKING DEAD! MY BROTHER
IS ALREADY DEAD AND GUESS WHAT..
SO IS MY FUCK-ING GIRL FRIEND.
TRACY
LETS JUST GET THE FUCK OUT OF
HERE!
TOMMY
Y'all some hoes, I'm not leaving
my homie!
Picking Lane up from the ground.
SHWWWWWIIIISSSH!!!!! A OBJECT STRIKES TRACY IN THE HEAD
KILLING HER INSTANTLY.
Bloody brain juice everywhere.
RAAAAWWWWKK!!! The creature was back hunting the friends
down!
Teens going crazy.
KYLE
YOOOO! WHAT THE FUCK
JACOB
SHOOT that fucking shit!
TOMMY
YO FUCK THIS SHIT!
(CONTINUED)
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Running off into the woods.
Rebecca crying because she just seen her sister get
slaughtered.
REBECCA
NOOOOO nOOO nOOOOO!
JACOB
We got to go Becca!
POW!! A gun is fired
KYLE
Get the fuck up and lets go while
it's stunned!
Trying to load more bullets into the gun.
KYLE (CONT)
Fuck I only got 2 bullets left.
Where did Tom go?
Rebecca still crying on the ground.
KYLE
Get the fuck up BECCA! EVERYBODY
fucking dying and your being a
complete bitch right now!
Yo!!

JACOB

Pushing Kyle back from Becca!
JACOB (CONT'D)
Chill out! Everybody lost somebody
close out here mane damn..!
REBECCA
No fuck you Kyle! Your stupid ass
shouldn't of invited us! Wouldn't
none of this have happen!!
Takes deep breath.
REBECCA (CONT'D)
Just get me the fuck out of here!
(CONTINUED)
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SLOWLY DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: THE WILEY BOTTOM. NIGHT. SAME TIME
Flash light is running out of battery as Tommy is looking
around into the dark woods desperate for a lead back to the
trail.
Flashlight dies.
The scene is dark with only the light from the moon shining
thru the thick trees onto Tommy.
Fuck!

TOMMY

Looking father in front of him.
TOMMY (CONT'D)
Oh SHIT!! I found this shit!
Crying in happiness
TOMMY (CONT'D)
Lets go nigga!!
Tommy is hauling ass towards the what seems to be exit of
the Wiley Bottoms.
TOMMY (CONT'D)
I'm done fucking with these crazy
mother fuckers after this shit
man!
Pulling phone out of pocket.
TOMMY (CONT'D)
Got some service now! Hell yeah!
Dialing 911.
A older lady picks up the phone.
CALL OPERATOR
Panola County Police department
what's your emergency?
TOMMY
YES! YES! MA'AM My name is Tommy-SHEEEEEKK!!
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TOMMY
What the FUCK!
A trap is triggered by Tommy's foot releasing a sharp
branch into Tom's neck ripping his head off.
Tommy falling to the ground.
Bleeding to death, breathing his last breathes.
Sir?

CALL OPERATOR

Phone sits on the ground as the lady stills talks threw the
speaker.
The creature appears out of the woods, taking Toms body
back into the Wiley Bottom.
Sir?

CALL OPERATOR (CONT'D)

Phones turns off!
Camera angle slowly drifting into the moon set.
SLOWLY DISSOLVE:
EXT: WILEY BOTTOMS. LATER NIGHT.
The teens are out of answers and stuck with no help and
only one gun.
KYLE
Lets just hide out here until the
morning. That way we will be able
to see and not run into no traps
and shit.
REBECCA
I'm not sleeping out here with
that bullshit walking around here
trying to eat us. Lets keep trying
to get out!

(CONTINUED)
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KYLE
Well it's either going to be us
camping here waiting til the
morning to go try again or us
following your dumb ass plan and
walk around and get picked off!
Sitting down on the ground to catch his breathe.
JACOB
Aye B! Kyle's right, and you know
it.
REBECCA
I don't care!!! I just want to get
out of here!
KYLE
Just trust me man. We going to get
out of this!
KYLE (CONT'D)
Just got to be smart and not set
ourselves up.
The three get set up snugged up under this huge tree that
was laying down.
Laying there quiet and scared shit-less.
KYLE (CONT'D)
(whispering)
Sorry guys!
JACOB
About what?
KYLE
Bringing all of us out here and
getting our close friends killed.
REBECCA
It's not your fault. Sorry for
exploding on you. We all agree to
come out here so no one is to
blame.
JACOB
Yeah bro, Its going to be okay,
hopefully.
(CONTINUED)
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Leaves crumbling in the background.
KYLE
Shuuussssh!!
The scene is still, foot-steps getting closer.
The three are terrified, and shaking in fear.
The creature is walking out across from the group of teens
caring something.
Not noticing the teens, the creature proceeded thru the
path.
Rebecca is freaking out and trying not to scream loud.
The two are holding her mouth shut.
KYLE (CONT'D)
Shut the hell up before it hear
us.
Releasing his hand from Becca's mouth.
JACOB
It stopped!
DISSOLVE TO:
INT: CAMERA IS ON CREATURE.
It just standing there sniffing the air.
Turning around facing the teens, dropping the body of their
friend Tom.
CREATURE POV: Three people standing off in a distance with
one gun.
The beast began to walk towards the teens.
QUICK DISSOLVE:

(CONTINUED)
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INT:CAMERA IS BACK ON THE TEENS
JACOB
Where is the gun?
Snatching gun from Kyle.
JACOB (CONT'D)
I don't miss! You guys get out of
here!
KYLE
I'm tired of running Jay. What's
the point? I'm not gone leave you
here so let do it.
Picking up a branch from off the ground.
The three prepare to charge at the creature.
JACOB
Lets kill this Mother Fucker!
Began walking towards the creature.
REBECCA
Shoot Jay!
POW!!!!! A loud thunderous gun shot!
Jacob shooting the creature.
Everyone comes to a halt.
The creature is still walking not even a flinch.
JACOB
FUUUUCK it's jammed!
Trying to reload another bullet into the gun.
JACOB (CONT'D)
Did I hit it?
KYLE
Here! Give it to me!
Taking the gun from Jacob and handing branch to him.
(CONTINUED)
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KYLE (CONT)
And I don't know but the son of a
bitch is still walking.
Throws gun on ground.
KYLE
Yo fuck this shit! Lets charge the
bitch and beat the living hell out
of it.. It bleed just like us.
REBECCA
(smiling)
LETS DO IT!!
Running at the creature.
Kyle and Jacob followed behind her.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAHHH!!! BOOOOM!
Jacob has stuck the creature in the head with the branch.
The creature grabs KYLE.
JACOB
KYYYYYYYY!!!!!
Trying to snatch his cousin away from the creatures grip!!
BOOOOOOOOOOOOOMMMM!!!
The creature releases his grip from Kyle.
Everyone is shocked not knowing where the gun shot came
from.
The creature falls to the ground hard taking a server shot
to the head.
BITCH!

KYLE

Kicking the creature in the head.
The three getting closer together and away from the beast.
KYYYYYLLE!! A voice streamed out of the darkness.
(CONTINUED)
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POPS!!!!!

KYLE

We see Ben and Ronnie running from out of the darkness.
BEN
Are you guys okay!?
Rushing over to his son.
Kyle sat down on ground crying.
KYLE
He's gone Pops!! Sorry for not
listen Pops!!
BEN
It's gone be okay son!
Hugging his son Kyle with sense of relieve.
Yo BEN!

RONNIE

Camera focusing on Ronnie.
RONNIE (CONT'D)
We need to get these kids out of
here!
Turning to Jacob.
RONNIE (CONT'D)
Is it anyone else out here with
you guys!!
REBECCA
(crying)
Everybody else is dead!!
Ben goes crazy kicking the beast over and over and over!
BEN
AAAAAAAAAAAAHHHH!! YOU TOOK MY SON
AWAY FROM ME YOU UGLY SON OF A
BITCH!!
Baaaaang!!!! Shooting another round into the creature.
(CONTINUED)
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Creature taking it last breathe.
RONNIE
It's over man! We found them, now
lets get them out of here!
Comforting his brother.
SLOWLY DISSOLVE:
Camera view is fading out as the four commence in getting
out the Wiley bottom.
DISSLOVE TO:
EXT: WILLIS FRONT YARD. EARLY MORNING.
Ambulance and police sirens going crazy as the scene fade
in.
New people scattered, families of the fallen teens from the
previous night.
Emotions are high at the moment.
Camera focus in on Kyle getting interviewed by the news
report.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT: NEWS INTERVIEW. SAME TIME. MORNING.
NEW REPORTER
(looking into the
camera)
We have here Kyle Willis, Senior
at Pope High school. As you guys
may have seen last night the video
he uploaded. He was a witness to
the horrifying massacre down here
in the woods of Pope MS last
night.
(Turning to Kyle)

(CONTINUED)
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NEW REPORTER
You mind telling us what happen
MR. Willis!
KYLE
(Clearing throat)
Well, last night... Me and a group
of close friends went into the
woods behind our house to hang out
and we encountered the most
terrifying creature we ever seen
before. It killed my brother.....
(breaks down )
KYLE (CONT'D)
And.. And a couple of my other
friends as we tried to escape the
woods. If it wasn't for you guys
who shared my video.. We would of
died too. Thanks for getting my
video to my Pops guys. He showed
up right on time as the WILD MAN
held me , getting ready to rip me
apart-Polices interrupting
POLICE
(rude)
Turn that camera off!!!!
Mushing the camera man.
CAMERA MAN
YO WHAT THE FUCK!
LEAD POLICE
The information about last night
is not to be discuss on national
T.V. yet!
New reporter tells the camera man to cut.
The news reporter and deputy began to discuss the matter.
Camera focus on Kyle going to his mother Sarah.
(CONTINUED)
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Ma!!

KYLE

Hugging his mother as she cry.
KYLE (CONT'D)
Sorry ma!! We tried to save him
but... It was too fast!
SARAH
It's okay baby!
Kissing Kyle.
SHOT
(LOUDLY)
HEY KID!!
Walking towards the Willis Family with his fellow officer
buddies.
Yes Sir?

KYLE

Reaching out for a hand shake.
SHOT
Sorry to hear about you guys lost.
Shaking Kyle's hand
SHOT (CONT'D)
We are going to need help finding
all the bodies and the body of the
"WILD MAN" is that what you guys
call it?
KYLE
Yes sir, me and my cousin can tell
you everything that went down and
show you where it all happen at...
The police began to speak to the other policeman.
SHOT
Alright kid, we will be right
back, going to grab some equipment
and these dumb ass reporters.
The police and his crew darted off to their car to gear up
as Kyle continued talking with his family.
SLOWLY DISSOLVE TO:
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EXT: TRAIL TO THE WILEY BOTTOM.
Armed police filled the trail walking to the Wiley Bottom
as Kyle and Jacob led them to the scene of the accidents.
Tired and exhausted from the previous night, and slowly
approaching the edge of the Wiley bottoms.
Wind blowing, sun up high in the sky beaming over trail.
KYLE
It's right over there.
Pointing out in front of him.
JACOB
Yeah, that's where everything
start happening when we went off
in there.
SHOT
So this where everything happen
at?... This not that far from you
guys house-- and nobody heard
anything ?
BEN
We wasn't at home last night, we
seen the video that was going
around and came back to find them.
Walking over to the officer.
SHOT
(loudly)
Alright everybody keep your eyes
open and we going to continue
mission.
Turning around talking to the other polices
SHOT (CONT'D)
Alright, lead us on to the place
of first accident.
Yes sir.

JACOB

Proceeding back into the directions of the Wiley Bottom.
(CONTINUED)
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OTHER POLICE
So this thing.. What is it?
JACOB
We- we don't know man... your
guess as good as ours-BEN
It's something that been hunting
our land for a long time Officer.
Speaking out loud answering the police question.
OTHER POLICE
Well is it at least dead?
BEN
Yes, I shot it in the head last
night when we saved the kids from
it. We are coming up on it soon-KYLE
Yes it's close to the building.
Building?

SHOT

JACOB
Yes it's the building Jase got
killed at.
LEAD POLICE
Once again sorry for you guys
lost.
KYLE
WHAT THE-Looking down, spotting his friend Tommy's head chopped off
on the ground near a tree.
Blood everywhere.
HALT!!

SHOT

Talking into radio
SHOT (CONT'D)
Send ambulance out here, we got
found one dead casualty.
(CONTINUED)
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KYLE
His name is Tommy Williams.
SHOT
Mark this location .
Talking to the other officers.
AHHHHHHHHH!! A female voice screamed.
The voice catches everyone's attention.
KYLE
Yo that sounds like Karina.
POLICE
Stay back!! EVERYBODY PAY
ATTENTION TO THE SURROUNDINGS.
Proceeding thru the opening fence, entering the WILEY
BOTTOM.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: FRONT OF MR HOUSE.
Searching for the sound, the group start approaching Mr
Wiley's Shed.
HEEEEEELP! A female voice yelled again.
SHOT
(Talking into radio)
WE NEED BACK UP.
SHOT (CONT'D)
You guys stay back, we will take
over from here!.. Give me two guys
around back everyone else push in
with me. Locked and loaded boys.
Confirm your target and shoot.
OTHER POLICE
Ya'll heard top, lets move it.
The police proceed to the house to secure the perimeter and
find and rescue the girl.
(CONTINUED)
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DISSOLVE TO:
EXT: INSIDE MR WILEY HOUSE. EARLY MORNING.
Police entering the front door which was already open, led
by the lead police and an entourage of trained shooters
behind him.
The police stumbled through the home, coming into contact
with cracked floors and tree roots growing in some spots.
We see the officers's eyes scanning the room in disgust.
Seeing nothing but blood and broken wood, their hope seemed
to dwindle.
A policemen hollering-POLICE
OVER HERE!!
The officer kicks the door down and flashes his light down
the bloody stairs.
HEEELLPP!! A voice frantically screamed from down in the
basement.
The police dashed down the stairs.
The basement is a room of DEATH, BLOOD, and PURE HORROR!
Preserved bodies with their heads cut off are filling the
room to the ceiling! The smell is so horrific the officers
are gagging uncontrollably!
The three officers are scared shit-less.
A female is tied up against a wall, begging for help and
severely injured.
KARINA
(crying)
Help me please!!!
Karina frantically reaches out for someone to help her.
(CONTINUED)
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SHOT
(talking through radio)
CODE RED! We have ANOTHER
casualty! Get her loose and LET'S
GO!
The officers are examining the room with their guns at high
alert. They are disgusted by the sight of thousands of dead
bodies laying in front of them.
The other officers un-tied Karina.
KARINA
Thank you! I almost died, but you
saved my life!
Karina cries in joy despite being severely roughed up.
SHOT
It's going to be okay sweetie, we
are here to help.
(hugging the Karina)
Get her upstairs now! I'm going to
get pictures of all of this.
The officers escorted Karina back out front where Kyle and
Jacob were.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT: FRONT OF MR WILEY HOUSE. 9 AM.
The officers walk Karina a couple feet in front of the
house before realizing nobody was there.
POLICE
Hey where are the guys that
brought us out here?
Talking to the two officers who stayed out front.
OTHER POLICE
I'm not su-HEEEEEEEY!!! A voice echoed through the woods.
It was Ben and the boys running back.
(CONTINUED)
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BEN
ITS GONE!!!! GET EVERYONE OUT OF
HERE NOW!!
Stopping in front of the police, tired and out of breathe.
BEN (CONT'D)
Get them out of here, it's still
alive!
Everyone's eyes grew BIG!
SHOT
What's going on out here?
Shot is standing in the doorway when a LARGE silhouette
appears behind him.
Swaaaaaaaaaaammmm!!!
Shot is snatched inside the door by the creature and the
door slams!!
Wood is breaking and Shot is screaming and pleading for his
life!!!!
POOOW POW POW POW!!!
The police start shooting the
building up!
(BLACK SCREEN)

SLOWLY DISSOLVE TO:

A story comes on the screen reading the following
Narrator reading.
Wiley Bottoms was wrote based on an true accident that
occurred with my Uncle when he was younger.

(CONTINUED)
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Back around the 1980s, my uncle and a few cousins went into
the Wiley Bottom. They get deep into the Wiley Bottom and
see an old, abandoned shed. The shed was Mr. Wiley's house!
The front door on the broken down shack was locked so my
uncle had to stick his arm through the window to unlock it.
As he was pulling his arm back out, a large and hairy hand
with thick nasty finger nails grabbed his arm from inside
of the shack. The whole group sees it and everyone takes
off running! My uncle somehow escapes the creature's grip
and caught back up to the group! They said whatever it was
followed them back up to the wood line and stood there for
a moment and went back off into the woods. Til this day the
family has no idea what the creature was or could be!
I guess the world will never know, that's why we tell our
story!
THE END!
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